PRODUCT OVERVIEW
ADMIN CONSOLE
The Dashboard
The Dashboard is the first screen you see
when you sign into Routeique. On this page
you will be provided with a brief look at
where things are sitting for the day. It will
provide company information such as number
of active customers or products as well as a
snapshot with details of orders, delivery’s and
revenue for the day - this will
include delivery status, the invoice number,
the customer name, scheduled order date
and various additional details applicable to
the order. Along the top of the dashboard
you will have options to easily navigate
through the following tabs; Customers,
Orders, Routes, Products and Reports.

Customers
In this section of the console you will find your customer profiles, their Geo-code for GPS tracking, and route and delivery windows / rules. You will be
able to easily edit their information, make quick changes to their access capabilities, and implement rules that allow for easy order processing specific
to each client. The information can be detailed to include separate shipping and billing, addresses, special price plans, tax classes and levy’s.

Orders
In this section of the console you will be able to search orders, create new orders and manage payment. It will keep your orders in order,
while allowing you to update information, add new orders and track order that are on route. Routeique provides the advantage of knowing where
everything is, where its going and when it gets there. Routeique can accommodate different order types for your complex customer base or
manufacturer requirements

Products
In this section you can search your current products, add new products, add and manage vendors, and set price plans by product or by customer
based on a three tiered system. Tiers include default pricing, product specific pricing and customer specific pricing.
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